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Abstract 
Volpert, K., Finite spectral sequences and Massey powers in the deformation theory of graded 
Lie algebras and associative algebras, Journal of Pure and Applied Algebra X7 (1993) 281-300. 
A ‘deformation’ of an algebra G with multiplication y is a non-isomorphic multiplication ~1’ on 
the same underlying vector space that is ‘infinitesimally close’ to CL. ‘Deformation theory’ is the 
attempt to classify such deformations. In the category of graded algebras one is primarily 
interested in deformations that produce filtered algebras. 
In this paper we propose the study of finite spectral sequences in this theory. We show that 
an ‘order-n-deformation’ of a graded Lie algebra or associative algebra G induces a finite 
spectral sequence, the first term of which is the corresponding Hochschild cohomology 
H*(G, G). The study of this spectral sequence is necessary to resolve the problem of 
determining whether or not two given deformations with the same infinitesimals are equivalent. 
It also solves the problem of dependency of classical obstructions to extending an order-n- 
deformation to an order-(n + l)-deformation on representatives chosen for the deformation. 
Introduction 
In classic deformation theory ([4] and [lo]), a one-parameter-deformation of a 
multiplication p,) of an algebra A is a family of multiplications 
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so that p, defines a multiplication on A (in the same category of algebras) for all 
values of t. 
There are many applications of such a deformation theory. In theoretical 
physics one uses it to explore physical models [9]. Roughly speaking, one 
describes a model by an algebraic structure, calculates its deformations, and 
translates the properties of such a deformation back into a new physical model. A 
well-known example is Einstein’s special relativity theory: its Lie algebra of 
isometries, the Lorentz algebra, is a one-parameter deformation of the Euclidean 
algebra, the algebra of isometries of Newtonian mechanics [ll]. In fact, the 
parameter is naturally given by the reciprocal of the speed of light. 
Deformation theory can also play a role in certain classification programs. 
Guillemin and Sternberg [.5], for example, proposed to classify transitive differen- 
tial geometries by classifying their corresponding complete filtered Lie algebras. 
The latter can be accomplished by first describing ways of generating complete 
graded Lie algebras, and then finding, for a given such algebra A, all filtered Lie 
algebras which have A as their associated graded algebra. The second problem 
can be considered a part of deformation theory (see below). 
The goal of deformation theory is to classify all non-trivial deformations of a 
given algebra A up to equivalence. (Two deformations are equivalent if they are 
algebra-isomorphic via a family of isomorphisms 4, = e’,‘.) A principal tool is the 
study of the Hochschild cohomology groups N”(A, A) for n = 1,2,3. Every 
non-trivial deformation induces a non-zero element in N2( A, A), often called the 
‘infinitesimal’ of the deformation. 
Given an algebra A, one tries (in theory) to find all deformations by first 
calculating H’(A, A) and then extending each infinitesimal [p] E H’(A, A) to a 
full deformation. However, complications arise for two reasons: 
(1) Non-equivalent deformations may induce the same infinitesimal. 
(2) Not every element in H’(A, A) may be the infinitesimal of a deformation. 
In the first case, the difference between two deformations with the same 
infinitesimal induces another element of H’(A, A). However, that element may 
be non-zero even when the two deformations are equivalent. Hence the first 
question we address is: 
Question 1. Precisely when are two deformations equivalent? 
In the second case one typically tries to determine whether an element 
/1, E H2(A, A) is the infinitesimal of a deformation by extending it ‘step by step’ 
to an order-2-deformation p,, + tp., + fZpZ, then to an order-3-deformation, and so 
forth. However. even if it can be extended to an order-n-deformation 
such that Al. is in fact a multiplication modulo t“+‘, it may be obstructed from 
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further extension. This obstruction, known as the nth Massey power is an element 
c( II) of H3(A, A). If it is zero, its coboundary extends p another level. The 
problem is, that this cohomological element c(p) depends on the representatives 
pli chosen, and therefore can be non-zero in H”(A, A) even if k, is extendable to 
a full deformation with other representatives PU;. Hence our second question is: 
Question 2. How can this indeterminacy of the Massey power be resolved? 
In the category of graded algebras, these questions have a nice answer, which 
one can phrase in terms offinite spectral sequences. It turns out that the situation 
is parity dependent. We will see that both order-2n-deformations and order- 
(2~2 + 1)-deformations define a finite spectral sequence {E,}:=,, of length n with 
Ez = H“(A, A), but the sequence has slightly different significance for even and 
odd-order-deformations. To be specific, we will show that an order-2n-deforma- 
tion p breaks into two sets of choices p,, . . , p,, and p,,+, , . . . , p2,,, such that 
(a) the Massey p ower c( (u) induces an element in Ei, whose value is in- 
dependent of the choice of representatives p,,+, , . . , wZ,,. 
(b) the first n representatives p,, . . , p,, determine an order-n-deformation 
which is inequivalent to another order-n-deformation if and only if their differ- 
ence induces a non-zero element of degree r in Ef for some Y < II, and 
(c) the Massey power c(k) is zero in E,: if (and only if!) the equivalence class 
determined by p,, . , p,, is (2n + l)-extendable. In fact, adding a representative 
of the coboundary of c(p) to p yields the required extension (by changing at most 
the last n representatives of p). 
Similarly, an order-(2n + 1)-deformation p breaks into two sets of choices 
Pl,..‘,P,,+l and F,,+-~, . . 7 P~,,+~’ such that the above statements hold ‘mutatis 
mutandis’. 
Our results hold for Lie algebras as well as associative algebras, because they 
depend only on properties, discovered by Gerstenhaber, which are shared by 
their respective Horn-complexes. These properties are reviewed in Section 1. In 
Section 2 we will explain what the general results mean for n = 2, 3 and 4. Section 
3 contains a proof of the existence of the finite spectra1 sequence for almost- 
differential operators, which are differential operators ‘up to some level n’. This 
proof will give explicit conditions on a cochain to induce an element in that 
spectral sequence. It is also shown that an order-n-deformation induces an 
almost-differential operator in a natural way. In Section 4 we treat the question of 
the indeterminacy of Massey powers and, in Section 5, the question of equivalent 
deformations. 
1. Cohomology of algebras 
The cohomology of an associative algebra A is modeled on the complex K of 
multilinear maps from the product of A to A, denoted by K = Hom(@ A, A). 
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For a Lie algebra L the cohomology is based on the complex K = Hom( A L, L) 
of multilinear, skew-symmetric maps. In either category one can define (non- 
associative) binary operations 0 and [ , ] which give K the structure of a ‘skew- 
graded’ Lie algebra, sometimes called a super-algebra or G-algebra. These 
operations allow one to encode cohomological conditions on elements of K into 
algebraic equations which are easy to handle and which unify the deformation 
theory of associative algebras and Lie algebras. 
1.1. The associative case 
Let V be a vector space over a field of characteristic zero and let f, denote an 
element of K’ = Hom(@ V, V) for j > 0. Define a non-associative bilinear 
operation f,, of,,, E K”““-I by 
= ,g, (-l)(‘~l+‘)lfil(X,, . . . , f n(.y,, 
If f E K”, that is, f = X E V, then define 
(~lOX)(X,,...,n,,-,)=f,,(X,x,,. 
Xof,,=O. 
Also define [i,, f,,] E K”+“lP’ by 
if n and m are odd , 
otherwise 
This product satisfies the skew-graded Jacobi identity: 
and skew-graded commutativity: [f,> .Ll = (-1>““‘[fnl~ fr,l. 
Now consider an element pEK2=Hom(@V,V). Since F~=~.LQ~.L= 
4 [p, p] E K3, one easily verifies the following: 
Proposition 1.1. If p E K’, then: 
(d) pz = 0 iff CL defines an associative algebra structure on V. 
(bj If p2 = 0, then the map D : K”+ K’+‘, defined by 
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is a differential operator coinciding with the Hochschild cohomology operator on 
the associative algebra (V, p). 0 
Recall that the Hochschild cohomology operator 
D : Hom(@’ V, V) * Horn@‘+’ V, V) on the associative algebra (V, p) is given 
by 
1.2. The Lie algebra case 
Again let V be a vector space and let f, denote an element of K’ = 
Hom( A’V, V) for j > 0. Define f, of, E K’l’“‘-’ by 
(fnOfm)(XI,. . YXn+m-l) 
= lx& -WWf,(f,,(%W’. A+?,,>*~. . +,+,-1)) 9 
where S consists of all permutations r which satisfy r(l) <. . . < r(m) and 
r(m + 1) <. . . < n(n + m - 1). Also define [f,, f,] E Kn+“-’ by 
if n and m are even , 
otherwise 
This product satisfies a skew-graded Jacobi identity: 
C-1) (m+‘)(P+‘)[[fm, f,], f,] + (-l)(n+‘)Cm+l’l[f,> f,l, f,l 
+ C-1) (p+l)(n+‘)[[fO> f,l> f,,l = 0 
and skew-graded commutativity: 
Again one verifies the following: 
(2) 
Proposition 1.2. If p E K2, then: 
(4 p2 = 0 iff P d fi e nes a Lie algebra structure on V, 
(b) If p2 = 0, then the map D : K” + K*+‘, defined by 
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is a differential operator coinciding with the Chevalley-Eilenberg cohomology 
operator on the Lie algebra (V, p) given by 
Df(x,, .. .7x,+,) 
I+1 
=;(-l)‘+‘~(xilf(x~~..‘,~,,.“~xj+~)) 
+c(-l)‘+“f(~(xj,xk),x I,...) T2; )...) ik )...) x,,,). 0 
i<h 
1.3. Graded algebras 
In some applications of deformation theory (such as the classification of 
transitive differential geometries) one encounters graded algebras (G, p,,), where 
and one is primarily interested in classifying all filtered algebras whose associated 
graded algebra is G. That is, one tries to find all multiplications p E K’ of the 
form 
p = I_L(, + p, + p2 + . . . + pk + . . . 1 
where p,, is the given graded multiplication and pLk is of homogenous degree k. 
The latter means that 
P,@,, GJ = G,,+,+, . 
This problem can be considered a part of deformation theory because every such 
filtered multiplication induces a deformation 
p, = p,, + tp, + $2 + . . . + fkPk + . . ’ . 
In this paper we will consider only this class of deformations. It has the 
following advantages: The grading on G naturally induces a grading on the 
complex K: we will write K = n K1,k, where K’.” = Horn,(@)’ G, G) or 
Horn,,, A’ G, G) and where k denotes the grading by homogenous degree. A 
deformation then defines a spectral sequence on this complex 
{D, : El?, -+ _I?_, j+‘.k+r ( y 2 O}. Th e subject of our paper is the question of how 
this spectral sequence arises in the process of extending an infinitesimal to a ‘full’ 
deformation. We will see that a ‘partial’ deformation defines a ‘partial’ spectral 
sequence. A certain well-defined element of this partial spectral sequence in turn 
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determines whether or not the partial deformation can be- further extended 
towards a full deformation. If so, the element even gives the extension. If not, 
one adds another element of the spectral sequence to the partial deformation to 
obtain an inequivalent partial deformation and continues the process. Our results 
do, in fact, provide a general algorithm to find all deformations of a graded 
associative or Lie algebra. 
Since the general result at first appears technical, we will next explain the first 
few stages of this extension process. 
2. The lowest obstructions 
In this section we explain what the general results of Section 4 and 5 mean at 
the levels n = 2, 3 and 4. 
Let (G, p,)) be a graded associative (respectively Lie) algebra and let K”k 
denote the corresponding complex Horn,(@)’ G, G) (resp., Horn,,, A’ G, G)). If 
there exists a deformation /1 = c ,“=,, pk with pk = K’.k, then by Proposition 1.1 
(resp., Proposition 1.2) we have p2 = 0, which implies 
c p,op,=O forallkr0. (3) 
r+j=k 
This means for k = 1 that [p, , pJ = Dp, = 0. Hence p, defines an equivalence 
class in the Hochschild cohomology group H;‘(G, G). If it is the zero class, i.e. 
p, = Dg for some g E K’.‘, then eg = znPO g”ln! defines an isomorphic deforma- 
tion via 
so that fi is of the form fi = puo + fi2 + & + . . . . Now fiLz defines an element in 
H;‘(G, G). It ‘t 1 is zero, a coboundary will induce an isomorphism with a 
deformation whose first two terms (after E.c,,) vanish, and so forth. In fact, if one 
calls any two deformations on G equivalent if there exists a linear map g E K’ 
such that fi = e-’ ,u e’, then the above argument can be extended to show that 
any non-trivial equivalence class of deformations on G induces a well-defined 
non-zero element in H;“(G, G) for some k, which one may call the weight of the 
deformation. 
Deformation theory (or ‘obstruction theory’) of graded algebras is concerned 
with the problem of finding all inequivalent filtration-preserving deformations for 
a given graded algebra. To solve this problem one first calculates H;“(G, G) for 
all k > 0 (often with another spectral sequence [ll]) and then attempts to find 
representatives that extend a chosen cohomology class to a ‘full’ deformation. 
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These representatives have to satisfy obvious restrictions or ‘obstructions’ derived 
from equation (3). For example, for k = 2 we get the following: 
Proposition 2.1. p: + DF*, = 0, which means p: = 0 in Hb*(G, G). 0 
The cohomology class of pf in H;;‘(G, G) (which is independent of the 
representative of the class of p,) is called the primary obstruction to extending the 
class of p, to a full deformation. 
For the next obstruction consider equation (3) for k = 3. It reads [p2, p,] + 
Dt+ = 0, which implies that [/+, F,] = 0 in H;‘(G, G). But here is the rub: the 
class of [pl, EL,] in Hi”(G, G) depends on the representative t+ chosen as the 
coboundary of w;. If [F~, p,] is not zero, then p, is not extendable with this 
choice of pZ, but it may be extendable with another choice of coboundary of II;. 
One can avoid checking every possible coboundary by computing the following 
‘secondary cohomology’. 
Proposition 2.2. If +f = Dt+, then p, defines a differential operator 
D, : H;;“(G, G)* H’,+‘.k+l(G, G) via D,f= [f, I+]. 
Moveover, [t+, p,] = 0 in E:.” = H;f(H,) if and only if there exist representatives 
fi2 and t.I, such that p,, + 11, + fi2 + fi3 satisfy equation (3) up to k = 3. (This 
‘order-3-deformation’ may be obtained by adding a representative of the coboun- 
dary of Lr P,I to P” + F, + p2.) 0 
This is the beginning of a finite spectral sequence, which becomes longer the 
more obstructions one passes. This important proposition says, once again, that if 
p, passes the first obstruction it defines a differential operator on the Hochschild 
cohomology complex. The secondary obstruction [ p7, I*,] induces a unique 
element in the resulting complex and is zero iff I_L, can be extended to a 
deformation of ‘order 3’. In fact, a coboundary of [pz, pr] in the secondary 
cohomology group E:.’ yields the required extension by changing (at most) the 
last representative I_L*. 
The benefit of this is that it eliminates the searching for the proper representa- 
tive for I_L?. Of course, computing these secondary cohomology groups is generally 
not any easier than calculating the primary ones. But we hope to possibly solve 
with it problems like Kostant’s conjecture, which says that for certain algebras 
like the polynomial algebras the primary obstruction is the decisive one. 
When we study the next-higher obstructions, something interesting and un- 
expected occurs: the third obstruction & + [ p3, p,], while also a well-defined 
element in Ei.“, is characteristic for the extendability of the equivalence class of 
the ‘order-2-deformation’ p,, + F, + p2, not for the extendability of the class of 
Pi. 
Therefore, we make the following two definitions: 
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Definition 2.3. (a) An order-n-deformation t+,,) for a given graded multiplication 
F,, is an element 
hI) = pLo + puI + p2 -I . . . + F,, with pu/, E K’.k , 
such that 
In other words, $,,, = 0 in K’,” CB. . . Cl3 K3”‘. 
(b) Two order-n-deformations run, and fiCnj are equivalent if there is a linear 
map g : G+ G such that fi = eeg p eg in K2.” @. . . CT3 K’.“. 
Proposition 2.4. Suppose ,LL~, + p, + p2 + ,uj is an order-3-deformation. Then: 
(a) The choice of p,Ji xes an equivalence class of order-2-deformations in so far 
as k(, + p, + p2 and p,, + p, + I;, are equivalent as order-2-deformations if and 
only if pu2 - pi = 0 in Ey.2. 
(b) The equivalence class of p,, + pI + pz can be extended to an order-4 
deformation p,, + p, + p2 + fi, + t& if and o~dy if the tertiary obstruction P: + 
[pLj, p,] = 0 in E:.“. 0 
Let us take it one step further: If one has an order-4-deformation p(J) = 
/-%I + Pi + I% + t-$ + t-Q> then it defines a differential operator D, on E,. The 
resulting cohomology groups E, have the following significance: 
(a) The main obstruction to extending p(A) to an order-5deformation, namely 
the element [F~, p,] + [pL?, ~~1, induces an element in Ez.‘. If it is zero, one can 
use a representative of the coboundary to obtain an order-5-deformation pCsj = 
I%+/-9 +Pu,+&+fi,+i4. This coboundary changes at most the last two 
representatives of pC3,. 
(b) If it is not zero, one can conclude that p(A) cannot be further extended. In 
fact, not even the equivalence class of p. + ~~ + p2 is 5extendable. 
At this point one may check the other equivalence classes of order-2-deforma- 
tions (with given infinitesimal p,) by changing pu2 by elements of Et.*. If Ef.* = 0 
one can conclude that the infinitesimal /1, E H;’ (G, G) cannot be extended to a 
deformation of higher than fourth order. 
The proofs of these statements depend on the fact that an order-n-deformation 
pu,,,, induces an ‘almost-differential operator’ D : K+ K on the complex K via 
Of = [f, pen,]. This operator satisfies the equation 0’ = 0 up to degree n. That 
property is enough to define a finite spectral sequence of length n/2 or (n - 1)/2 
(depending on whether n is even or odd). In the next section we discuss this finite 
spectral sequence and give a simple characterization of its elements in terms of 
extensions. That is needed to prove in Section 4 that the values of the obstruc- 
tions to extending an order-n-deformation naturally ‘live’ in this spectral se- 
quence, and to determine of what exactly the values of the obstructions are 
characteristic. 
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3. The finite spectral sequence of almost-differential operators 
A sequence of differential complexes {E,, D,} in which each El is the cohomol- 
ogy of its predecessor E,_, is called a spectral sequence. If E, eventually becomes 
stationary, then the stationary value is denoted by E,. If E, is isomorphic to the 
associated graded group GH of some filtered group H, then the spectral sequence 
is said to converge to H. 
Suppose K = n,.,,, K’ is a graded vector space with differential operator 
D : K’+ K’+‘. Suppose furthermore that there is another grading K’ = JJkrO K’.’ 
such that we can write D = x_,, d, with d, : K”“-+ K’+“k+r (see Fig. 1). 
Then the fact that D’ = 0 implies a series of equations for the d,‘s: 
c did, =0 for all k ~0. 
r+,=h 
(4) 
It is well-known (see for example [l]) that in this case the filtration of K by 
subcomplexes K, = %z,,./z~, K’.” induces a spectral sequence 
{DI : .E;.k,+ E;i;.h+r 1 rmO} with E’.: = K’.” and D,,f = d,,f and E:,“‘ = 
H:;:(G). If there exists an Y such that Ei.k has finite length in each dimension j, 
then the sequence converges to H,(K). In fact, zkr,, E’,.” z GH:,(K). 
We will focus our attention on the fact that, to define the first y1 levels of this 
spectral sequence, one only needs an operator that satisfies equation (4) up to the 
Fig. 1 
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level k = 212. (This fact will explain why one needs an order-2n-deformation to 
define a spectral sequence of length n.) We make the following definition: 
Definition 3.1. An almost-differential operator of order II is a map D = Cr’_(, d, 
with d Ki.“-+ K’+‘,‘+’ such that I . 
c did,=0 forallO%ks2n. 
,+,=k 
Equivalently, if f E K”k, then D’f = 0 in KltZ’k $ KJ+2.kf’ . . . @ KJ+2.k+Z’c, 
The reason for this definition is the following: 
Proposition 3.2. An order-2n-deformation pCZnj = pLo + p, + t_~? + . . . + ,uL,,, defines 
an almost-differential operator of order n via 
Df = [f> 1+2n)l . 
Proof. Let f E K’,h, then 
= + i ]f, [/+), PQ,~,]] (- if (1) applies, + if (2) applies) 
= “]fY &)I 
= 0 in KI+‘,“~. . . ~ KJ+2.k+?II . q 
Notation. It will be frequently necessary to ‘truncate’ or ‘project’ an element f of 
K1 = rI~>~~ 
~1.” Onto Kj.” @ ~1.’ @ KIXz @ . . . @K“‘. We will denote this projec- 
tion by tr,f. 
The following theorem connects the ability of an element f E K to induce an 
element in the spectral sequence to its ‘extendability’ to ‘almost-cocycles’ of D. 
Theorem 3.3. Let K = J&,,,,jz,, Ki.k be a twice graded vector space. Suppose 
D : K’+ K”’ is an almost-differential operator of order n, where D = c _,, d, 
and d, : K i,k+ Kl+l.k+r. Then there exists a spectral sequence 
{D, : E;:, + E;:;.‘+’ 
(a) f E K’,k 
1 0 5 r 5 n} with the final stage E,, = H,>,,(E,,_ ,) such that 
represents an element [ f] E Ei.k iff there exists an extension ext, f = 
f + f, + fi + . . . + fr with f E K’.k+r such that trk+,(Dext,f) = 0; 
(b) [f] = 0 in El.k iff there exists an extension ext,.g = g,, + g, + . . . + g, with 
g, E K ‘-‘.k-r+’ such that tr,_,(Dext,g) = 0 and tr,(Dext,g) = f; 
(c) and for r < n, the differential operator Dr+, : Ei.k + Ef+“k+r*’ is given by 
D,+1]fl= ]trk+r+l (Dext,f )I = Id,+, f + d,f, + . . . + d2 f,_, + d, f,] and is inde- 
pendent of the choice of the particular extension of [ f]. 
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This theorem explicitly gives the successive differential operators D,, which are 
exactly as in the ‘full’ spectral sequence. For example, d,, : K’.k+ IY”‘,~ is the 
first differential operator of the spectral sequence and an element [f] of Etk is 
represented by an element fin K’,k such that d,f= 0. The next differential D, is 
given by Nfl = k4 fl. 
k- 
The same f represents an element of E{.” if there exists some g in K such that 
d,f= -d,)g and th e d’ff 1 erential D, is given by d, f + d, g. 
j 
I y ,,,,,& D2[f1 f s 
f 
k 
Staying with the choice of g, f represents an element of Ei.k if these exist some 
h,,h, with d,,h, = 0 such that d,f + d,g = -d,h, - d,,h2 and the next differential 
D, is given by d3f + d,(g + h,) + d,h, and so on. 
j 
t 
o..::~D3[f I 
f 9 + h hz 
Proof of Theorem 3.3 (By induction). Assume that (a) and (b) have been shown 
for some r < rz. 
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(i) Let [f] be an element in El’&. Then by part (a) there exists an extension 
ext,f=f + f, + . . . +f, such that trk+.(Dext,f) = 0. In order to show that 
D,, ,[f] defines an element in E:+l.k+rtl we have to show that trkir+, (Dext,f) as 
an element in KJ+‘.k+r+l has an extension whose image under D is zero modulo 
k + 2r + 2. But trk+2r+,(Dext,f) is such an extension, since trk+Zn(D2ext,f) = 0 
(see Fig. 2). 
(ii) The definition of Dr+, [f] does not depend on the extension of f chosen: 
suppose 
ext,f==f+fi +fr+...+fi, ext,f”=f”+j +F2+...+i 
induce the same element [f] E E13k. Then there exists an element [g] E ELI:.“-’ 
and an extension ext,g = g + g, + g, + . . . + g, such that 
tr,_,(Dext,g) = 0, tr,(Dext,g) = f- f”. 
In order to show that D,+,[f - f] = 0 in El+‘.kir+‘, we need to find an extension 
ext,h = h + h, + . . . + h, such that trli+,(Dext,h) = 0 and trk+,+,(Dext,h) = 
tr k+r+l (WM- eW)>. 
But notice that ext,h = ext,f - ext,fl- trk+r+, (Dext,g) works. 
(iii) By part (i) we know that trk+2r+,(Dext,f) is an extension for 
tr k+r+l(Dext,f), so 
D?+Jfl= Dr+I[trk++r+,(Dext,f)l 
= tr k+2r+Z(Dtrk+2r+,(Dext,f)) 
= 4((Dext,f) - trk+2r+l(Dext,f)) 
(iv) Now we will prove (a) and (b) for r + 1. Suppose that [f] represents an 
element of Ej;k,, i.e., D,+,[f] = 0 in El+‘,‘+‘+‘. Then there exists by induction 
.i 
I 0 0 ‘*. 0 .._ 0 
k k+r k+r+l k+2r+l k+ir+2 . 
Fig. 2. 
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an [h] E E:‘k,+’ and an extension ext,h = h + h, + .. . + h, such that 
trk+,(Dext,h) = 0 and trk+r+,(Dext,h) = trkir+,(Dext,f). Then ext,+,f= 
ext,f - ext,h is an extension such that trb+r-+, (Dext,+ 1 f) = 0. 
For the converse direction suppose ext,, , f = f + f, + . . + f, + f,+, is an 
(r + 1)-extension of f such that trkir+, (Dext?+,f) = 0. Then extlf= f + f, + . . . 
+ f, is an r-extension such that trk+,(Dext,f) = 0 and by induction [f] E E:.k. 
Now notice that tr,+,+,(Dext,f) = -d,,f,+,. Hence D,.+l[f] = 0 in E~+‘,k+rfl and 
[f] defines an element of E’.” r+l 
(v) Finally, suppose that [f] = 0 in El:,. Then there exists [g] E EC-“-‘.‘-’ 
such that [f] = D,+,[g]. Let ext,g = g + g, + . *. + g,. be an extension of g such 
that tr,_,(Dext,.g) = 0 and [f] - [tr,(Dext,g)] = [f- tr,(Dext,g)] = 0 in EJ.k. By 
induction there exists an h E K’-‘.k-r and an extension ext,h = h + h, + . . + + h,. 
such that tr ,_,(Dext,h = 0) and tr,(Dext,h) = f- trk(Dextlg). Define 
ext , + , g = ext,g + ext,h 
=g+(g,+h)+(g,+h,)+...+(g,+h,_,)+h,. 
Then tr,_,(Dext,+, g) = 0 and tr,(Dext,+,g) = f, which is what we had to 
show. 0 
4. Massey powers 
Let (G, p,,) be a graded Lie algebra and suppose that p,, has been extended to 
a deformation p of order 2n or 2n + 1. By Proposition 3.2, p induces an 
almost-differential operator D of order y1 via Df= [f, ~1 and hence a spectral 
sequence {D, : Elf, --f E:Ti.‘+’ 10~ Y 5 n} by Theorem 3.3. 
We will now show that the main obstruction to extending F naturally takes its 
value in the final stage E,, of that sequence. If this value is zero, then p can be 
extended one more step by changing (at most) the last y1 factors of p by a 
coboundary of the obstruction. 
Definition 4.1. Let F(,,) = p(, + p, + CL, + . . + p,, to be order-n-deformation. 
Then by definition c ,+,=k ~~ 0 y,, 2 0 for all 0 5 k i n. We will write 
C(P(,,,) = c &“E*, 
,+,=n+, 
=(11,~~~+~20~,,-,+...+cL,“~,) 
=tr,,+,(~*,,+Cr, +P2+...+P.,,Y 
for the lowest term of $,,) which is possibly non-zero and call it the nth 
obstruction. Fuks [3] calls it the nth Massey power of [p,]; see Fig. 3. (However, 
its value is not characteristic for [p,], as we shall see.) 
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Theorem 4.2. (a) Let pC3,1j be an order-2n-deformation. Then c(J+.(,,,,) induces a 
well-defined element in Ez.2”i’, the final stage of the spectral sequence induced by 
p(,,,,. This element is zero in Ez”“+’ If and only there exists an order-(2n + l)- 
deformation t+ + , ) that coincides with pC2,1j up to degree n. 
(b) If /+,,+I) is an order-(2n + I)-deformation. then c(,utz,,+ ,,) induces a 
well-defined elemerlt in Ei.“‘+‘, which is zero if and only if there exists an 
order-(2n + 2) -deformation pu(2,,+1, that agrees with p(,,, + , , up to degree n + 1. 
(c) In both cases, the extension is obtained by adding a coboundary of c to the 
existing deformation. 
Proof. In order to show that c(,u,, . . . , F?,~) is an element in Ez,Znt’ we need, by 
Theorem 3.3, an extension ext,c = c + c, + c2 + . . . + c,, with c, E K3,2nt’i-i such 
that tr ?,, + ,Dext,,c = 0. But notice that ext,,c = trl,,+, ptz,,) works since 
tr 3,1+1Wtr 3,z+IPu:z,)) = tr3,,+Ib-&,,)’ P(2,J = 0 
(see Fig. 4). 
n 
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If [c] = 0 in Ez.Z”+ ’ , then there exists an element (Y = (Y, +, + a,,+? . * . + azn+, , 
where ayk E K2.k, such that trZN DCY = 0 and trZIZ+, Da = -c. If we add o! to F.(~,~) we 
obtain a 2n + l-extension: 
=c(p,,..., p2,,) + Da (mod 2n + 2) 
To prove the converse, let fi be a deformation of order 2n + 1 or higher and 
suppose the first factors of 6 coincide with those of pc2,,) up to degree n. Then the 
difference between I; and pea,) is an element Q: = (Y, +, + (Y,,+~ + . . . + CQ~+, , 
where (Y E K’.“, such that tr,,Da = tr2,1D( I; - I_L(?,,)) = 0 and trZn+ ,Da! = -c. 
Hence [i] = 0 in E;f.Z”t’. 
The proof for part (b) is similar (see Fig. 5). 0 
So an order-2n-deformation pcZnj = /..+) + p, + . . . + p,, + p,)+, + . . . + p2,1 
breaks into two parts: the first n + 1 factors +,, + /A, + . . . + F,, and the second n 
factors P,~ + , + . . . + j-b,, . Theorem 4.2 implies that if the Massey power c( /-Lag,,)) is
not zero in Ez.Zntl, then the order-n-deformation /*.(, + p, + . . + ~~ cannot be 
extended past the 2n-level, no matter what choices one makes for the second n 
factors. 
This partially solves the indeterminacy of the Massey power. But what about 
the dependency on the choices of the first n factors? Does one still have to check 
every possible representative for p, , . . , p,,? Certainly we need not check other 
representatives of the same equivalence class of order-n-deformations (Proposi- 
tion 5 .l). But other equivalence classes may behave differently. So we need an 
‘economical’ way of finding representatives of all other equivalence classes. 
It will be shown in the next section that another equivalence class pcl + fir + . . . 
+ fi, of order-n-deformations induces a unique non-zero element in E:.“, for 
I 0 0 ,,,,,,,. ..,,,,,, ., . . . . . . . . . . . . ....““- 2 ,,,, ,,,,.......... . ..““’ ,,,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . >/----- -7 PO Pl * . . p* p*+1 . . . p2n 
t 
R n+1 2n 2n+1 
Fig. 5 
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some 1 5 k i n. Thus one ‘only’ has to check all non-zero elements of the spectral 
sequence to complete the program of classification of deformations on the 
algebra. 
5. Equivalence of order-n-deformations 
Recall that two order-n-deformations /+,,, and &, are equivalent if there is a 
linear map g = g, + g2 + . . . + g, with g, E K”k such that 
e es PC,,, es - ficIz, = 0 in K*.’ $ + . . $ K”” . 
We will call g an equivalence between p(,,, and &,,,. 
Proposition 5.1. Zf pCnJ and &, are equivalent order-n-deformations, and p(,,) can 
be extended to an order-(n + k)-deformation P(,,+~,, then so can /I(,,,. 
Proof. If g is an equivalence between pCII, and &,,, then fiCn+kj = e-g P(,,+~) eR 
agrees with ,C+,,, p u to degree n and is an order-(n + k)-deformation, since 
This proposition strengthens Theorem 4.2. We now can assert that the Massey 
power of an order-2n-deformation pcL2, = puo + ,u, + . . . + /_L,, + p,+, + . . . + /A~,, is 
zero if and only if the equivalence class of order-n-deformations represented by 
t-%, = PO + A% + . * . + p,, is extendable to the order of 2n + 1. 
Our last goal is to prove a method of distinguishing inequivalent deformations. 
We first prove three lemmas involving equivalences. Let us denote [g, f] by 
ad g(f), ]g, [g, flJ by ad’g(f), and so on. 
Lemma 5.2. If p E K* and g E K’, then 
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Proof. One shows that for fixed g the maps +,$ : R+ Aut(K’) defined by 
4(t) = erg p e-‘” and @l(t) = cad rR p are two one-parameter-groups with the same 
value and derivative at 0 and hence must be equal for all t including t = 1. 0 
Lemma 5.3. Let I_L = ~~~ + J.A, + t.~z + ’ *. + pk +. . . with t+ E K”k and g = g, + 
g2 + . . . + g, + . . . with g, E K’,k. Then the term of degree k of c = cad ’ p is: 
Proof. This follows directly from Lemma 5.2. El 
Lemma 5.4. Suppose I; = e”” R t_~ and suppose I; and t.~ agree up to order k - 1< 
n, i.e., fii = pu, for i = 0, 1, . . . , k - 1. Then 
r;, - pk = [gk, /_L(,] + [gk_,, /..$I + . . . + [g2, l-&21+ [Sl? bll . 
Proof. By Lemma 5.3 and induction, Cl=, [g,, pL,_,] = 0 for all i < k. 0 
Theorem 5.5. Let (G, pC,) be a graded algebra and n 2 1. Suppose there are two 
order-n-deformations t+, + t_+, + p, + . . . + p,,_, + p,, and fiCn, = P(, + p, + . . . + 
p,,_, + fi,, whose terms agree except for the Last term. Suppose furthermore that p(,,) 
and t.&, can be extended to order-(2n - 1)-deformations t+zrr_ ,, and t-&_, ,, so 
that I+,,, 1) defines a finite spectral sequence {D, : Ej!, -+ EiT:‘k+r / 0 5 r 5 n - 
1). Then 
(a) the difference p,, - I;,, induces a well-defined element in E:?‘,; 
(b) this element is zero if and only if p(,,, and &,,, are equivalent as order-n- 
deformations; 
(c) a representative of a coboundary of p,, - fi,, yields an equivalence g between 
P(,,, and &,,, . 
Proof. By Theorem 3.3 we need a certain extension of P,! - fir, to show that it 
induces an element in Ei.?,. Let 
Then tr2,1_,Dext,,_,(p,, - fi,) = tr2,,_,[p.(,,) - fit,,,, 1-+-1)1 =~~z~~-I(&-I) - 
fiF2,,-,,) = 0, whence [P,, - fi,,] E Ez.“,. 
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If [p,, - /;,,I = 0 in EZT',, then by Theorem 3.3 there exists an element 
g = g, + gz + . . . + g,, with g, E K"" such that 
Hence C:=, [g,, pL,_,] =0 for all i<n and by Lemma 5.3 
Hence g is an equivalence between p(n) and fi(,,). 
Conversely, if j..+,,) and ficn, are equivalent, then there exists g = g, + g, + . * . + 
g,, such that e-’ p(,,, e’ - &,,, = 0 in K’.’ CD. . . @ K'.". By Lemma 5.4 it follows 
that CL=, [g,, b;_,] = 0 for all i < 12 and 
In other words, 
Dg = L&T, P(2,,,1 = i 
0, in K2.’ $ . . . $ K2”’ ,
fi ,I _ ~ II ) in K2.” 
and [p,,] = [fi,,] in Ez.". q 
6. Summary 
For the case of graded algebras and deformations that produce filtered algebras 
we have addressed the questions asked in the Introduction: 
How can the ‘indeterminacy’ of the Massey power be resolved? By realizing the 
Massey power of an order-n-deformation p as an element in the finite spectral 
sequence induced by p it was seen that its value in E' is characteristic for the 
extendability of the equivalence class of the first half of the terms of p. Is the 
value zero, the coboundary provides the extension. Is it not zero, one checks the 
next equivalence class. 
Precisely when are two deformations p and fi equivalent? The answer is that ,u 
and fi are inequivalent if and only if their difference induces a non-zero element 
in E? for some 7. 
This amounts to an ‘algorithm’ to construcf deformations, should there be any. 
For all extensions and changes of classes are given by choices of arbitrary 
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representatives of certain elements in the spectral sequence that is constructed 
almost simultaneously. 
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